Sakura Gakuen COVID Protocol A
WHAT TO DO IF STUDENT/STAFF BECOMES SICK OR SHOWS SIGNS OF COVID-19 SYMPTOMS

Classroom staff:

Admin staff brings the ill

If student: contact the parent/guardian

Notify admin staff immediately

student/staff to isolation room.

to pick up and advise to take a COVID-19 test

Student/Staff claims

and excuse the ill student/staff

ill or shows signs of

from the classroom.

Note: If multiple student/staff

infectious illness

must be placed in the same

consistent with

isolation room, ensure to use

COVID-19.

Admin staff:

masks and stay at least 6 feet

Alert the COVID-19 POC*.

apart while supervised.

The room that was occupied
by the ill student/staff will
be immediately ventilated
for at least 10 mins, even
during class, by admin
staff/COVID-19 POC.

Admin staff and COVID-19 POC clean and

as needed.

disinfect areas thoroughly that the ill
student/staff occupied after class.

If staff: send home and also advise to take
a COVID-19 test as needed.

Ensure to use masks and gloves while
cleaning

Admin staff continues the class
if teacher is sent home.

COVID-19 test result

COVID-19 test result

Positive

Negative

Can resume attending school if all
conditions under "Conditions for

with NO known close contact

resuming class" are met.

COVID-19 POC collects information from local
public health dept and shares any information
The class that had a student/staff
whose COVID-19 test result positive is

Report your positive result to
Sakura immediately and stop
attending classes.
Begin home isolation
for 14 days.
(➡ Refer to Protocol C)

switched to online class for 14 days
COVID-19 POC creates a list of close
contacts** of the ill student(s)/staff, and

The in-person classes taught by COVID-

inform staff, parents/guardian of close

19 infected teacher will switch to

contacts of possible exposure as soon as

substitute teachers until home isolation

possible.

period is over. If the COVID-19 infected
class teacher becomes sick, there is a
possibility that the online classes will be
a substitute as well.

Conditions to resume class

that is helpful for the affected family.

*Fever free for 24 hours

Identify the spread of COVID-19 positive and

without any fever reducing

close contact of COVID-19 cases within the school.

medication

COVID-19 POC reports all family and staff of school

AND

that there was a case of COVID-19 positive,
while protecting the privacy of the affected individual.

*No COVID-19 symptoms

Any information about affected individuals will be disclosed only
with limited staff and families whose child is affected.
School will not disclose any information about which class the
COVID positive student/staff was at, which day/time the class
was, gender or age to other staff or families.

* POC: the designated Point Of Contact (a person who is responsible for responding to COVID-19 concerns)
** Close Contact: defined as someone who was within 6 feet for a total of 15 minutes or more within 24 hours prior to illness onset, regardless of whether the contact was wearing a mask
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Sakura Gakuen COVID Protocol B
WHEN A STUDENT/STAFF BECOMES A CLOSE CONTACT OF SOMEONE WITH COVID-19

Student/staff becomes

Begins home

a close contact of

isolation and take a

someone with COVID-19

COVID-19 test

COVID-19 test

Fully vaccinated:

NEGATIVE

No isolation is necessary if no symptom. A proof

Conditions
to resume class

of negative COVID-19 test must be submitted.

*Fever free for 24
hours without any
fever reducing

Can resume attending school if all conditions

medication

under "Conditions to resume class" are met.

AND
*No COVID-19

Unvaccinated:

COVID-19 test

symptoms

POSITIVE

Extend the home isolation up to 10 days from

Extend the isolation up to

negative COVID-19 test after 10 days isolation.

14 days from the day of
close contact
（➡ Refer to Protocol C）

the day of close contact. Submit a proof of

Can resume attending school if all conditions
under "Conditions to resume class" are met.

Sakura Gakuen COVID Protocol C
WHEN A STUDENT/STAFF BECOMES COVID-19 POSITIVE

Student/staff becomes COVID19 positive.

Begins home isolation for 14 days immediately
When is the beginning of 14 days isolation

Conditions to resume class
*Fever free for 24 hours without

★The day the symptom started is the 1st day of 14 days
isolation, if there is symptom
★The day you had close contact with the person who tested COVID
positive is the 1st day of 14 days isolation, if you are diagnosed as

any fever reducing medication
AND
*No COVID-19 symptoms

COVID positive after having a close contact with someone who
tested COVID positive
★The day your COVID test is positive is the 1st day of 14 days, if you
take a COVID test, even with no symptom, then you find out that you
tested positive.
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